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1. In this note some new methods concerning the solution of the functional equa-
tions with Hnear bounded operators in Hilbert spaces are given. 
Let X be real or complex Hilbert space, ^ : Z -> X a linear continuous operator 
from X into X, We shall solve the equation 
(1) Ax=f 
by the successive approximations 
(2) x„ + i =Pf+ ß„{I - PA) x„, in = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) , 
where P is a linear continuous mapping of X rnto X having a bounded inverse P^^.. 
The parameters ß„ (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) are to b : determined either from 
(3) j | / - M^T„f - Min 
or from the conditions 
(4) | | / - Л х „ + 1 р = Min, (« = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
From (3), (4) we obtain that 
Ы R = ^^ ^f' ^^") 
^ ' WAX I |2 ' 
II "II 
((Л H = Re(L/ ,L^x„) 
V / ' " \\r л 112 ' 
where L = J — PA. The following theorem is valid: 
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Theorem 1. ([1], [2].) Let Л, Р be linear bounded commutative operators in X 
such that P~^ exists and is bounded, and ||/ — РЛ|| = q < 1. Then the equation 
(l) has a unique solution x* in X. The sequences {x„}, {x„} defined by (2), (5); (2), 
(6) converge in the norm topology of X to the solution x* of {\) and their errors are 
bounded by 
||x* - x„|| й ^f - Ax^-i\ . Il-x:* - x„|| й kq\f - Ax^^^\ , 
where к = Щ-^Ц ^ ||p||/(l - q). 
Let us set Л = / — XK, where iC is a hnear bounded operator from X into X, X is a 
complex parameter. 
Theorem 2. Let one of the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1) P = /, \\XK\ < 1. 
2) P = SI, Л is a self-adjoint operator in X, ml ^ A ^ MI, 0 < m ^ M, 
S = 2 / ( M + m), where m = inf (Ax, x), M = sup (Ax, x). 
\\x\\ = l \\x\\ = l 
3) P = SI, Re (Ax, x) ^ m\\x\\^for every xeX,(m > 0) and 0 < S < 2 т / | | Л р . 
4) P = .9^(/ — ЯК*), where X is the complex conjugate number to X, K^ is an 
adjoint operator to K, К is normal, \\AX\\ ^ ^||-^|| holds for every xeX, (k > 0) 
andO < S < к 72/(1 + \\Щ\У-
5) P = / + J, where J is a linear bounded operator in X, commutative with К 
and such that ||Я0 — j | | < 1/(1 + ||Я-К||)? y^here G is the resolvent operator of K, 
Then the equation (l) has a unique solution x* in X. The sequences {x„}, {x j 
converge in the norm topology of X to x* at least with speed of a geometric 
sequence. 
Proof. 1) It follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
2) Assuming that P = SI, S = 2/(М + m), we shall prove | | j — PA\\ = q < 1. 
The operator / — PA is self-adjoint, its upper bound is 1 — Sm lower one 1 — SM. 
The number S is to be determined from the condition that the norm ||/ — SA\\ is to 
assume its minimum value, i.e. from the equality 1 — ^m = — (1 — SM) . 
Then 
||/ - SA\\ == 1 - Sm = SM - 1 = (M - m)l(M + m) < 1 . 
3) We have -. 
11/ _ SAP = sup (x - S Ax, X ~ S Ax) й 
ll^ll-i 
^ sup (1 - 2.9 Re (Ax, x) + ^Af) g 1 » 2mS 4- ^Af . 
11̂11 = 1 
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Let us put/(^) = 1 - 2m9 + О^ЦЛр. Then/(0) = 1,/(2т/||Лр) = 1. The function 
/(.9) assumes for SQ = т / Щ р the minimum value /(^o) = 1 — т^/ | |Лр. It is 
evident that f{9) < 1 for every ^ G(0, 2т/| |Лр). Hence [|l - М\\ < 1 for every 
9 G (0, 2m/IIЛ p). 
4) We have ||^x|| ^ /c||x|| for every x e X, [k > 0). Hence there exist the bounded 
operators A~^, (Л"'^)*, (Л*)~^ and [A~^Y ~ (Л*)~^. Therefore P has the bounded 
inverse P~^. Because К is normal, then A is normal and hence A is commutative 
with P. From the definition of the norm in X it follows that we have to prove 
sup (^^||Л*Лр - 2||Лхр) < О, 
Because ||У4*Л|| = ||У4Л*|| = || Л F, the above inequality will be satisfied if || Л || "̂ ,9̂  — 
— 2k^ < 0. But this inequality is fulfilled, since 
0 < ^ < к ^2/(1 + ||Ж||)^ ^ к л/2/|И||^ . 
5) We shall prove that q = |[/ — (/ + J) ЛЦ < 1. According to the definition of 
the resolvent operator G we conclude that 
PA = [(J + AG) - {AG - J)] (/ - ÀK) = I - {AG - J) A, 
Hence 
^ = ||/ _ (/ + J)A\\ = ||(Я0 - J ) ^ | | S \\ÀG - J\\ \\A\\ й 
^ IJAG - J|| (1 + ||Ж||) < 1 . 
To show that P~^ = {I + J)~^ exists and is bounded we use the following 
lemma: Let TQ, T^ be linear continuous mappings of X into X such that TQ^ exists 
and \\T^\\ < 1I\\TÖ^\\. Then T = To + T^ has an inverse T"^ and 
II i I  ^ II-'0 I  V̂  I  0̂ I  11̂ 1 II; ' \\\-^0 W ^ i-00j . 
That P" ̂  exists is now clear. It is sufficient to set TQ = I + XG, T^ == P - {I + W) = 
= J -^ XG. This concludes the proof. 
Remark. It is useful to estimate the number q. The theorems 1,2 are vahd if the 
number q h replaced by ^' such that q ^ q' < I. We may set in the theorem 2:1) q' = 
= ||Ai^||, 2) q' ={M - m)\{M + m), 3) if ^ = WIMII^ then q' = {I - (т/||л||)^)% 
4) q' = (1 - 2S4^ + ЩА\\У, 5) q' = ||Я0 - j | | | | / - ÀK\\. 
2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, let Л be a self-adjoint operator in X. Let 
us denote by x* the unique solution of (1) in X. We shall solve the equation (l) by 
an iterative process (2). The real parameters ^„ (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) are to be determined 
now either from 
<7) | lx*->„x„p = Min, 
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or from 
(8) ||x* - x„ + i p = Min , {n = 0, 1, 2, ...) . 
First of all we shall determine ß„ (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) from the conditions (7). According 
to (2) 
= ijx* - x„-,i + P / f ~ 2^„ Re (x* - x„ + i + P/, РЛх„) + ^„ |̂| РЛх„р , 
From (7) it follows that 
R „ R e ( x * ~ x , ^ , + Р/ ,РЛх,) 
Hence from the above equality and according to (2) we have 
ß^PAx^W' = Re (x* - P / - Ä,x, + ДРЛх, + P/, РЛх„) -
- Re (x*, PAx,) - ^„ Re (x,„ PAx,) + i^„||P^x,p . 
Therefore 
ß ^ Re (x^ РЛх„) 
Re(x„, РЛх„)* 
The operators A, P are commutative and A is self-adjoint. Hence 
" Ке(х„,РЛх„) ' 
Now we shall determinate ß„ {n = 0, 1, 2, ...) from the conditions (8). From (2) 
we obtain 
||x* - x „ + i p = |JL(x* - ß„x„)f = L{x* - x„ + i +Pf- ß„PAx„)\\^ = 
= \\L(x* - x„ + i + Pf) - ß„LPAx„\\^ = 
= ||L(x* - x„+i + P / ) p - 2ß„ Re(L(x* - x„ + i + P/) , LP^x,,) + 
+ ß^LPAx„\\\ 
where L— I — PA. From (8) we get 
Re (L(x* - x„^, + P/) , LPAx„) = ;ß„||LP^x„p . 
From the above equality and from (2) we see that 
(10) ß„ = _ l î M Z ^ ^ . • 
Re (Lx,„ PL^x„) 
The formulae (2), (9); (2), (10) give new methods for solving linear functional 
equations in Hilbert space X. The methods (2), (9); (2), (10) are more simple for 
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computation in comparison with (2), (5); (2), (6). In a real Hubert space X formulae 
(9), (10) are as follows: 
ßn = (/, Pnt^n. PAxX \ ßn=^ {Lf, PLx„){Lx,, PLAx^y ' . 
Taking P = i9/, where ^ > 0, then formulae (9), (10) have the simple form: 
ß^ = (/- ^») ^ ß^ = (^/> Lx,) ^ 
{x„, Ax^) ' " (Lx„, LAx„) 
Theorem 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, let A be a self-adjoint operator 
in X. Then the equation (l) has a unique solution x* in X. The sequences { x j , {x„} 
defined by (2), (9); (2), (10) are convergent in the norm topology of X to the solution 




then 11^"^ II ^ 11̂ 11/(1 ~ я)- Hence the equation (1) has a unique solution x* in X. 
We shall prove that ||x* — x„|| -> 0 whenever w -> oo. According to (7) we conclude 
that ||î „x„ — x*|| ^ ||x* — x„|| for every n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ) . Further 
11̂^ ~ n̂ + i|| — \Pf + Р Л ~ ßnPAx^ — X II = 
= \\PAx* - X* + ß^ - ßnPAx„\\ = 
= \\{I - PA){x* - ß„x„)\\ й q\\x* - ß„x„\\ й q\\x* - х„\\ . 
Now it is evident that ||x* — x„| -> 0 whenever n -^ oo. We shall show that 
1^* ~" ^n\ ~* 0 when n -»• CO. Since the following equalities 
F{xn^i) = 11̂ * - :^. + i | | ' = im^* " ßn^nW 
hold (j5„ is defined by the equality (10)), the element x„ +1 defined by (2), (10) minimizes 
the functional F(x) = ||x* — x p on the set of all the elements of the form Pf + 
+ aLx„, a G 9i (where 9Î is the set of all real numbers), then the element ß„x„ gives 
the minimum value of F(x) = | |L(X* — x ) p on the set of all points ax„, where 
a G 1Я. Hence 
H^n^i) = F{ßnXn) = Min F(ax„) g F{x,) . 
am 
Observe that 
F{x„) = \\L{x* - x„)p й q'\\x* ~ x„p . 
Then, clearly, ||x* — x„+i\\ g qjx* - x„\\. Thus \\x* - x„|| -+ 0 whenever n-->- oo. 
The proof is complete. 
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The analogical theorem to theorem 2 is valid. Let us set again Л = / — ÀK, 
where К is a, linear bounded operator from X into X, Я is a complex parameter 
generally. 
Theorem 4. Let one of the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1) P = /, ||ЯК|| < 1, К is a self-adjoint operator. 
2) P = SI, A is self-adjoint, ml -^ A ^ MI, 0 < m g M, where m = inf [Ax, x), 
M = sup {Ax, x), S- = 2/(M + m). 
3) P — M, A is self-adjoint, (Ax, x) ^ ' ^ | | ^P holds for every x eX, (m > 0) 
andO < S < 2 т / | | Л р . 
4) P = i9^(/ — ХК*), where 1 is a complex conjugate number to X, K^ is an 
adjoint operator to normal mapping K, \\AX\\ ^ ^|U|| holds for every xeX^ 
{k >0)andO <S <k 72/(1 + | |Ж| | )^ 
5) P = / + J, where J is a linear bounded operator in X, commutative with К 
and such that \\ÀG — j \ \ < 1/(1 + ||Xi< |̂|) holds, where G is the resolvent operator 
of the self-adjoint mapping K. 
Then the equation (1) has a unique solution x* in X. The sequences {x„}, {x„} 
defined by (2), (9); (2), (10) respectively, converge in the norm topology of X to x^ 
at least with the speed of the geometric sequence. 
Remark. If x„ -> x* (or x„ -> x*) in the norm topology of X, then the sequences 
{ß„} defined by (9), (10) respectively converge to one, i.e. Hm ^„ = 1. It follows 
n^ oo 
immediately from the continuity of the inner product of X. Under the assumptions, 
of theorem 3, F{ß„x„) \ 0, F{xJ„) \ 0 (here ß„ is defined by (10)). In fact 
P(x„ + i) й q' F{ß^x,) й q' F{x^) < F{x„) , 
F{ß„x„) S q' i^(iö„-ix„-i) < P(^„-iX„-t) , {n = 0, I, 2, ...) . 
3. The purpose of this paragraph is to remove the condition that Л be a self-adjoint 
operator in X. We shall solve again the equation (1) with hnear bounded operator A. 
Let us suppose that A maps X into itself. The equation (1) is equivalent to the equation 
(11) B,x=f,, 
where B^ = A'^A,f^ = A^f. But the equation (U) is equivalent to 
(12) x = {l -SB,)x + Sf,, 
where S is an arbitrary positive number. Suppose that A"^ exists and is bounded ope-
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rator in X. Let us denote by x* the unique solution of (1). Hence x* is the unique 
solution of (12) in X. We solve (12) by an iterative process 
(13) x„^i = 6̂ /i + a , ( / - a^O^n , 
where the parameters a„ (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) are to be determined from the conditions 
that IIX* — a„x„p = Min. Since B^ is self-adjoint, then according to (9) 
(14) a„ = pbf^ . 
(x„, B^x„) 
Finally we have 
(15) ,^^MAA^_ 
It is easy to show now that the following theorem is valid. 
Theorem 5. Let A be a linear bounded operator which maps X into itself such 
that A~^ exists and is bounded inX. Furthermore let the inequality 0 < .9 < l / j | ^p 
be fulfilled. Define the sequence {x„} as follows: 
Xn^i = M * / + а Д / - М*Л) x„, 
a, = Re (/, Лх„)/||,Лх„||.^ , (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) . 
Then Ijx* — x„|| -> 0 whenever n -^ со, ||x* — x„|| ^ ^"(1 — q)~^ Цх̂  — Xo||, where 
^ = ||/ — дЛМЦ. Moreover ||x„ + j_ — x*|| < ||̂ n — x^\\ for every n(n = 0, 1,2, . . . ) . 
Proof. Since A has the bounded A'"^, then there exists a positive constant к 
such that Щх|| ^ /<;||x|| holds for every x E X. Because I — ,9Л*Л is self-adjoint, then 
||/ - M^A\\ = sup |((/ - M*yl)x, x)| - sup lljxp - ЦАХ\\^-\ = 
\\x\\=l \\x\\=l 
= sup (1 - t9|Uxp), 
11̂11 = 1 
since 
1 - ЦАХ\\^ ^ 1 - S\\A\\^ | |xp = 1 - S\\A\\^ > 0 
for every x eX with ||x|| = 1. Further 
^ = | | / - M''A\\ й sup (1 - кЧЫ^) - 1 - Sk^ < 1 , 
since О < Sk^ < 1. Hence, we infer that conditions of theorem 3 are satisfied and 
the theorem is proved. 
Remark. Let us solve the equation (1) again by the successive approximations 
(16) x„ + i = »A + y„{l - 9B,) x„, (9 > 0, F = W) , 
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where/i = A% B^ = A'^A. If the constants y„ (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) are to be determined 
from the conditions that ||x* — x„ + i p = Min (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) then 
(17) ,„= '^^C^?/--") 
Re (ßiLiX„, Lix„) ' 
where L^ = I — SB^. Under the assumptions of theorem 5, the sequence {x„} 
defined by (16), (17) is convergent in the norm topology of X to x* and ||x* — x„|| = 
= 0(^"), where q = ||/ — ^Л*Л||. But formulae (16), (17) are rather complicated 
for practical computation. 
It was shown that the iterative processes (2), (9); (2), (10) are convergent at least 
with the rate of the geometric sequence with the quotient q = \\l — PA^. Hence 
it is natural to choose the operator P such that the norm ||/ — РЛ|| assumes its 
minimum value. 
Let P = ^/, Л is a self-adjoint operator in X, ml ^ A ^ MI, m > 0. The 
constant S (Theorem 4) is chosen such that [|/ — SA\\ catches its minimum value. 
The lower bound of I ~ SA is 1 — SM, the upper one is 1 — Sm. The spectrum of 
I — SA hes on the segment <1 — SM, 1 — Sm}. Suppose that Б is a linear self-
adjoint operator in X with the lower and the upper bounds b, N respectively. Then 
| |Б| | = max(|b|, \N\). The norm \\l - SA\\ will be smallest, if 1 - г9М = 
= - (1 - Sm), i.e. if ^ = 2/(M + m). Then ||/ - ^^| | = {M - m)l{M + m). 
Hence the processes (2), (9); (2), (10) are convergent (under the best choice 
of S) at least with the speed of the geometric sequence with the quotient q = 
= ( M — m)j{M + m). The constant S satisfies in 3) of theorem 4 the inequality 
0 < ^ < 2m\\A' 
^ == So = mJlA 
S = S^ = /с72/(2|[Лр), then ||/ - М | | ^ [1 - 1/2(/с/||л||)^]^. The parameter S 
of theorem 5 satisfies the inequality 0 < ^ < 1 /Щр. Then the norm ||/ — M * ^ | | 
will be smaller when S is nearer to 1/||Лр. The conclusions of theorem 5 remain 
valid if S satisfies 0 < S < 2А:/||Л||''', where /с > 0 is the number from the inequality 
||У4Х|| ^ ^ll-^P (the existence of a bounded A"^). The best choice of Sis S = /с/ЦлЦ"̂ . 
Then II / - ал*у1|| ^ [1 - (/c/||v4||)^]^. 
Remark. Some results of this paper were published without proofs in [3], [4]. 
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Р е з ю м е 
НОВЫЕ МЕТОДЫ РЕШЕНИЯ ЛИНЕЙНЫХ ФУНКЦИОНАЛЬНЫХ 
УРАВНЕНИЙ С ОГРАНИЧЕННЫМИ ОПЕРАТОРАМИ 
ЙОСЕФ КОЛОМЫ (Josef Kolomy), Прага 
Пусть дано уравнение (1) в действительном или комплексном гильбертовом 
пространстве X. Пусть А,Р — линейные ограниченные перестановочные опе­
раторы в X, и Р таков, что существует ограниченный Р~^ ъ X ж выполнено усло­
вие II / — РЛ|| = q < 1. Пусть, далее, А^ — самосопряженный оператор в X. 
Обозначим через х* единственное в X решение уравнения (1). Последовательные 
приближения вычисляются по формуле (2), где действительные коэффициенты ß^ 
(п = О, 1, 2, . . .) определим так, чтобы выполнялись условия (7), (8). Формулы 
(2), (9); (2), (10) определяют новые итерационные процессы, обеспечиваюгцие на 
каждомш are наибольшее уменшение норм ошибок ||х* — Д„х„||, ||х* — x^+i||. 
Если выбрать Р подходящим образом (напр., Р = Ш, где ^ > 0), то формулы 
(9), (10) более просты, чем (5), (6), соответственно. 
Теорема. Пусть выполнены выше сформулированные предпололсения. Тогда 
последовательности {х„}, {х„}, определенные равенствам (2), (9); (2), (10) сходят­
ся по норме X к единственному решению х* уравнения (I) с быстротой геоме­
трической прогрессии [q"}. 
В случае несамосопряженного оператора Л имеет место следующия теорема. 
Теорема. Пусть А — линейный ограниченный оператор в X такой, что су­
ществует ограниченный А~^. Пусть выполнено неравенство О < »9 < 1/1|У4||^. 
Определим последовательность {х„} следующим образом: 
х„^, = M^f + а„(/ - Ы^^А) х„, а, = Re (/, Лх„)/||Лх,р , (п = О, 1, 2, . . .) • 
Тогда ||х* — х„|| -» О (п -> оо) w имеет место оценка ||х* — х„|| ^ q"(l ~ q)~^ . 
. Ijxi — Хо||, где q = ||/ — ОЛ*Л||. 
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